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PRESS RELEASE 

Railway business in Africa: The hidden champion is going to grow  

[12th June, 2013] Over decades, Africa has been at the edge of railway developments 

and railway markets. The interest in its rich mineral resources has turned it into one of 

the most dynamic market regions. The development of this challenging market is the 

major topic of the new market study “The African Rail Market” by SCI Verkehr. The 

industrial markets for rolling stock, infrastructure and system technology presently 

amount to EUR 3.6 billion and will grow by 8.7% p.a. on average to EUR 5.4 billion 

2017. In the segment of new developments and upgrades of networks and fleets, the 

expected annual growth is almost twice as high (+15.1% p.a.). The strongest growth 

comes from the Sub-Saharan Region 

 
In many ways, railway infrastructure is a key factor for social and economic development. 
Between isolated mine-port links, extensive upgrades and extensions of existing networks 
and creation of completely new ones, various developments are being projected and are 
partly already under construction. The study contains a number of fact sheets picturing in 
detail what is to be expected, when it will be built and what it will cost. The demand for 
railway services will grow significantly. Passenger and freight services will at least double 
their present growth rates over the next five years, still leaving numerous major cities without 
effective public transport. 
 

By Transport Mode 

Market Volume 
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[route-km] 

Market Volume 

2017 

[route-km] 

CAGR 

2012-2017 

[% p.a.] 

Volatility 

2012-2017 

[%] 

Africa 

High-Speed Rail 40 390 +55.1 n/a 

Conventional Railway 81 770 95 540 +3.2 2.6 

Metro 70 110 +8.5 7.6 

Light Rail Transit 220 320 +8.7 12.9 

Total 82 100 96 360 +3.3 2.5 

Abbreviations: km = kilometres; CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate; p.a. = per annum 

Table 1: Infrastructure and System Technology – Network Development © SCI Verkehr GmbH 

 
Source: SCI Verkehr GmbH, Multi Client Study “The African Rail Market” 

 
 
The traditional economic leader in the region, South Africa, currently is and will also remain 
Africa’s biggest railway market. The states along the Mediterranean shore, which used to 
form the continent’s second economic and infrastructural pole, will develop far more 
reluctantly; the impacts of recent political unrest in this area are still lasting. The strongest 

http://www.sci.de/en/products/scimulticlient-studies/search-result/study/railmarket-africa.html?studie_en=52
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annual growth rates (+11.9% p.a.) are expected in Sub-Saharan Africa, where several new 
routes and even networks are currently planned and will most probably be realized. To a 
certain degree this also applies to Southern Africa, where economic and political stability is 
weaker, and existing networks and fleets are mostly worn down. Several projects, mainly for 
coal transport, will provide cut-offs and network integration between the shores and the 
hinterland, however. 
 
As a result, most countries in this region will receive long-awaited, effective railway links built 
by modern standard and in many cases extending or even creating entirely new networks. 
The right political handling of these new possibilities will be crucial to turn this development 
into a socio-economic success. Therefore, the study focuses not only on facts and figures, 
but also highlights the market environment, as well as the aspects of politics and society 
that drive the market’s development. 
 
The MultiClient Study “The African Rail Market – Facts, Figures, Players, Trends” is available 
in English language from SCI Verkehr. 
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